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“CLAAS Field Route Optimization” component 

Data sheet 

 

Description 

The assistant module CLAAS field route optimisation enables you to divide your fields into  

optimal sub-areas for processing and optimises working passes. The historically–based  

driving strategy for each individual field carried out until today is subject to verification.  
With the aid of a few key data such as the job time in the field and route length these tasks  

are recalculated. The benefit for you is reflected not only in the reduced workload. In  

addition, you will also benefit from optimised working hours and route lengths. 

 

The CLAAS Field Route Optimization component offers: 

 the opportunity to calculate the optimal route for each plot of land entered in  

365FarmNet  

 the calculation of several plots at the same time  

 The required parameters are generated automatically by default and are used as  

input parameters for the valuation, if your machine master data is maintained.  

 the automatic calculation of input parameters from machine master data  

 the display of the required working time, the productive job time, the amount of  

turnarounds and the entire distance for each individual plot  

 shows the overall outcome if several plots are selected  

 display of the angle and the coordinates (A – B line) for each route calculated  

(wheelmark)  

Price 

 The minimum price for the component is 3.00 EUR/month excl. VAT. This allows you to  

use the component for 50 hectares  

 Pricing depending on hectare size of the farm, i.e. the price for 100 ha amounts to  

5.00 EUR/month excl. VAT  

 The settlement takes place on a monthly basis; together with other components  

possibly selected by you, if appropriate pro rata temporis invoicing for the component in 

the first month of use  
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Test conditions 

 10-day access free of charge 

 The test phase ends automatically, without further obligations 

 Unlimited functionality during the test period 

Contract terms 

 

 Minimum term of one month  

 After expiration of the minimum term the contract is automatically extended by one  

month at a time  

 After expiration of the minimum term the contract may be terminated at the end of the  

currrent accounting month  

 The termination can be submitted by cancelling the component online via the  

365FarmNet Shop  

 Settlement takes place together with the components booked in the first month of use;  

if appropriate pro rata temporis invoicing for the component  

 Settlement takes place on the basis of the size of farm at the end of the accounting 

month. Changes in farm size have an impact on the monthly price of the component. 


